ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Influence diagrams were introduced in the late 1970s as a tool for structuring and assessing complex decision problems under uncertainty [1] [2] [3] . Soon thereafter, it became clear that they could also be used for efficient computation of optimal strategies [4, 5] . The best known methods 252 Pierre C. Ndilikilikesha for solving decision problems in their influence diagram representation are reduction algorithms in which nodes are removed one after another using well-known transformations. One transformation often used is arc reversal. However, it has been shown that the divisions associated with arc reversals are not necessary for computing optimal strategies [6, 7] . In existing reduction algorithms, arc reversal are performed only in order to maintain semantic consistency.
In this study, we introduce a reduction algorithm that solves influence diagrams for optimal strategies without reversing arcs. The proposed algorithm is based on potential influence diagrams, a generalization of standard influence diagrams in which every chance node is associated with an arbitrary nonnegative function (called a potential) instead of a conditional probability table. This generalization allows us to remove chance nodes in a more direct way without having to reverse arcs.
By avoiding arc reversals and the divisions associated with them, the proposed algorithm improves significantly the efficiency of reduction algorithms. Moreover, it bridges the gap between them and competing algorithms based on other representations [6, 7, [9] [10] [11] . In particular, the proposed algorithm is equivalent to Shenoy's fusion algorithm [6, 7] , equivalent in the sense that it performs the same numerical computations. However, unlike Shenoy's algorithm which is based on the representation of valuation networks, the new algorithm solves decision problems directly in their influence diagram representation. Thus, without compromising on efficiency, we are able to use for computation the same representation that has been so successful in structuring and assessing complex decision problems.
The ability to solve influence diagrams for optimal strategies without performing the divisions associated with arc reversals has additional advantages. First, we no longer have to worry about divisions by zeros as is the case in existing reduction algorithms [4, 5] . Second, because the proposed algorithm does not use divisions, it is generalizable to problem domains where a "division" operation is not easy to define. Finally, the proposed algorithm is equivalent to an instance of inward propagation in a rooted join tree, thus bridging the gap between reduction and join-tree algorithms [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we introduce notations and we review graph-theoretic definitions and properties that are used in subsequent sections. In section 3, we review briefly the concept of an influence diagram, and we illustrate it using Raiffa's famous oil wildcatter's problem. In section 4, we define potential influence diagrams, and we discuss the notion of an admissible reduction in section 5. In section 6, we define three basic transformations of potential influence diagrams and Potential Influence Diagrams 253 study their properties. In section 7, we combine these transformations into a new and improved reduction algorithm for computing optimal strategies. In section 8, we compare this algorithm with other competing algorithms. Finally, in section 9 we draw conclusions.
SOME GRAPH-THEORETIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES
Graph theory plays an important role in the study of influence diagrams. First, an influence diagram consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Second, algorithms for solving influence diagrams rely heavily on their graph-theoretic properties. In this section, we review briefly definitions and properties of directed graphs that are used in subsequent sections.
A directed graph is a pair G = (N, A), where N is a non-empty finite set of elements, and A ___ {(i, j)li, j ~ N, i ~ j} is a set of ordered pairs of distinct elements of N. The elements of N are called nodes, and the elements of A are called directed arcs. We denote nodes by lowercase letters i, j, k,..., and we denote an arc from a node i to a node j by the ordered pair (i, j). If there is a directed arc from a node i to a node j, we say that node i is a direct predecessor of node j, and node j is a direct successor of node i. The set of direct predecessors of a node i is denoted by 7r(i), whereas the set of direct successors of a node i is denoted by tr(i). A logical ordering of the nodes of a directed graph with n nodes is a function f that assigns to each node j an integer f(j) such that (1) each of the integers 1, 2,..., n is assigned to exactly one node, and (2) if (j, k) is an arc, then f(j) < f(k). In other words, a logical ordering is such that none of the predecessors of a node follow it in the ordering. It is also called an ordered list [12] or an ancestral ordering [13] .
The following proposition states some important properties of directed acyclic graphs. For more details and proofs of these properties, the reader is referred to any standard textbook on graph theory. 
CONVENTIONAL INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS
In this section, we review the concept of an influence diagram as it is defined in the existing literature [3] [4] [5] 14] . As the concept is complex to define, we first present a brief description of the components of an influence diagram before giving a formal definition. We also define the concept of a strategy, which is the solution concept for influence diagrams.
Definitions and Notation
An influence diagram is a hierarchical representation of a decision problem under uncertainty with two levels of specification: the qualitative and the quantitative levels. At the qualitative level, it consists of a DAG in which the nodes correspond to the problem's variables and the arcs represent independence and information relationships among variables. We denote by X i the variable corresponding to a node i.
We distinguish three types of nodes: chance, decision, and value nodes, drawn as ovals, rectangles, and rounded rectangles, respectively. We denote the sets of chance and decision nodes by C and D, respectively. Finally, we assume that there is only one value node, and we denote it by U.
A chance node represents a random variable whose outcome is not under the control of the decision-maker. A decision node represents a decision variable whose outcomes are the alternatives available to the decision-maker at that node (and therefore under his/her control). Finally, the value node represents the criterion against which the different outcomes are evaluated. Although in this study the value node is treated in many respects as a chance node, it plays a very special role in influence diagrams, and we will distinguish it explicitly from other chance nodes.
We distinguish two types of directed arcs: conditioning and information arcs. Arcs into chance nodes simply indicate probabilistic dependence and are called conditioning arcs. Specifically, the presence of an arc from a node i into a chance node j indicates that the random variable Xj may depend probabilistically on X i. The absence of an arc between a node i and a chance node j indicates that Xj is probabilistically independent of Xi, given X/s direct predecessors. The presence or absence of an arc into Potential Influence Diagrams 255 the value node has a similar interpretation. Arcs into decision nodes specify the information available to the decision maker at that node and are called information arcs. The presence of an arc from a node i into a decision node k indicates that the value of X i is known when the decision at node k is made.
Each node i is associated with a set ~i of possible values the corresponding variable X i may assume. The set f~i is called the frame of X i. We assume that the frame f~v for the value node consists of real numbers. If K is a non-empty subset of N, then X K denotes the vector of variables indexed by K, and f~K denotes the Cartesian product of all lqi's for i ~ K. The set l~ r is called the frame of Xr. We call an element of l~ K a configuration of X r and denote it by an indexed lowercase letter x K.
Projecting a configuration means dropping some of its coordinates. If L is a subset of K, then the projection to L of a configuration x K is simply the vector x L in which the coordinates indexed by K\L have been dropped.
Finally, each chance node i (or the value node v) is associated with a family ~i of conditional probability distributions ff(xilx~r(i)) , one distribution for each configuration x~.(g) of its direct predecessors. Equivalently, we say that each chance node is associated with a conditional probability table.
We now introduce a formal definition of an influence diagram. We interpret the probability l~(xilx~ti)) as the decision-maker's assessment of the conditional probability that Xi equals x~, given that X~¢~) equals x~¢i). It is often convenient to think of the family ~ simply as a function from 12~¢outi ~ into the unit interval [0, 1] . Condition (b) in the definition above is often referred to as the single decision-maker property, and it implies that the decisions are made sequentially in some chronologi-cal order. Condition (c), called the no-forgetting property, assumes that the information available at the time of one decision must be available at the time of all subsequent decisions. Both these conditions are reasonable in decision situations involving a single decision-maker. Condition (a) is only needed for computational convenience.
Example: The Oil Wildcatter's Problem
Consider Raiffa's famous oil wildcatter's problem [15] . An oil wildcatter must decide whether or not to drill at a given site before his option expires. He is uncertain about the amount of oil deposits at the site (the site could be dry, wet, or soaking), but he can estimate the subjective probabilities of the various states. He also knows the monetary payoff associated with each pair of an outcome and a decision. Furthermore, the wildcatter could take seismic soundings that would give him relevant information about the geophysical structure at this site (no structure, open structure, or closed structure). We assume that the probabilities of seismic test results conditional on the amount of oil found at the site can be assessed. However, these seismic soundings are not free. The wildcatter must decide whether or not to conduct the seismic soundings before he makes the decision to drill or not to drill. The details of this problem, including the payoffs and the relevant probabilities, can be found in [15] .
The independence relationships among the variables in this problem are represented graphically by the DAG in Figure 1 , which is interpreted as follows. The value node (Profit) represents the decision-maker's profit, and its value depends on the decision to drill, the cost of drilling, the amount of oil found, and the decision to test. When deciding whether or not to drill, the wildcatter knows the test results; however, he does not know the amount of oil to be found or the actual seismic structure. The amount of oil is relevant to the seismic structure, which in turn is relevant to the test results. Each variable has a frame. For example, the frame of the variable "Drill" consists of two values: drill and not drill. The frame of the variable "Amount of oil" consists of three values: dry, wet, soaking; and the frame of the variable "Seismic structure" has three values: no structure, open structure, and closed structure.
It is easy to see that the DAG in Figure 1 together with numerical conditional probability tables /~(c), P(o), P(slo), l~ (vlc, d,o,t) , and ff(rls, t) form an influence diagram.
Decision Functions and Strategies
Given an influence diagram, we would like to evaluate it to find a best plan for action. This plan for action is often referred to as an optimal In other words, a decision function d i indicates the action to be taken given the decision-maker's state of information at the time of decision i. A decision function is also called a decision rule or a policy. Because a decision function d i corresponding to a decision node i is a deterministic function defined over the values of the direct predecessors of i, it can be represented by the following degenerate probability distributions, one distribution for each configuration x~0): 
Factorization of the Joint Probability Distribution
In general, given an influence diagram I = (G,:), the probability distributions in the set : do not provide enough information to define a joint probability distribution for all the variables in the influence diagram. But once we define a strategy for the influence diagram, the set :, together with this strategy, uniquely defines a joint probability distribution for all the variables. PROPOSITION 3.1 In an influence diagram I = (G,.~) the set ~ of families of probability distributions, together with a strategy s, defines a joint probability distribution P~, ~ for all the variables in N, given by the following factorization:
We assume in (3.2) that the configurations on the right-hand side are simply projections of the configuration x N on the left-hand side. It follows from Proposition 3.1. that an influence diagram becomes a belief network, once we specify its strategy.
Expected Value and Optimal Strategy
Given Solving an influence diagram consists of finding an optimal strategy and the maximum expected value.
POTENTIAL INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS
Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [10] define a number of local representations of a joint probability distribution. One of them, the potential representation, will serve as a basis for potential influence diagrams. Below we review it briefly.
Potential Representation of a Joint Distribution
If K is a set of variables, then any mapping ~Or: fl x ~ [0,~) that is not identically zero, is called a potential on K. Let C be a set of random variables and let P be their joint probability distribution. Suppose that A is a collection of subsets K of C, and {~br}r~ a is an indexed set of potentials defined on these subsets. If, for every configuration x c and for some constant a, we have
K~A then the set {Or}r ~ a is called a potential representation of P.
In Equation (4.1), xr is simply the projection to K of the configuration x c. Thus, a potential representation of a joint probability distribution P of variables in a set C consists of a collection of non-negative functions defined over subsets of C and such that their product is proportional to P. EXAMPLE 4.1 Let C = {1, 2, 3} and A = {K, L}, where K = {1, 2} and L = {2, 3}. Suppose for simplicity that each variable can take on exactly two values. Furthermore, suppose that P(xl, x2, x3) = 1/8 for any configuration (Xl, Xa, x3). If for all configurations (x 1, x 2) and (x 2, x3), we define ~br(xl, X2) = 3/8 and I~L(X2, X 3) = 1/3, then the set {~b r, ~b L} is a potential representation for P.
Note that the conditional probability tables typically used in belief networks form a potential representation for the underlying distribution. The subsets in A consist of a node together with its direct predecessors and the potentials are conditional probability tables.
In general, potentials have no straightforward interpretation; however, they have two main advantages [10] . First, they offer a more flexible representation because the subsets in A and the corresponding potentials can be specified freely. Second, the potential representation is convenient for computation; it is preserved under both conditioning and marginalization. We use these properties in the transformations of section 6.
Potential Influence Diagrams: Definitions
In this subsection, we use the potential representation defined above to generalize the concept of an influence diagram. Like a standard influence diagram, a potential influence diagram consists of a DAG in which the nodes represent chance, decision, and value variables, and the arcs represent conditional independence and information relationships. However, chance nodes are associated with potentials instead of conditional probability tables. As we show later in section 6, potential influence diagrams are semantically more flexible, allowing us to remove chance nodes directly without having to reverse arcs.
DEFINITION 4.1 A potential influence diagram is a pair I = ( G, qt) whose elements are defined as follows: 1. G = ( N, A) is a DAG satisfying the same conditions as in Definition 3.1.; 2. ~ = { ~.}j ~ c u {v} is an indexed set of potentials, where ~. is defined on the subset {j} U ~-(j); and 3. The potentials ~ together with any strategy s determined a joint probability distribution P,, s for all variables in N, given by P., s(xN) = I--[ ~(xj, x~(j)) l-~ Pd,(X, lX~(i)) • (4.2) jECu{v} i~D
As before, the configurations on the right-hand side of (4.2) are projections of the larger configuration on the left-hand side. The interpretation of nodes and arcs remains the same as in standard influence diagrams, and the definitions of a decision function, a strategy, and a partial strategy remain unchanged. EXAMPLE 4.2 Standard influence diagrams are special cases of potential influence diagrams in which the potentials are the conditional probability tables P(xilx~(i)). For example, the influence diagram for the oil wildcatter's problem in section 3 is a potential influence diagram with the DAG in Figure 2 Figure 2 , together with these new potentials, is a new potential influence diagram, and it is equivalent to that of Example 4.2.
DEFINITION 4.2 Two potential influence diagrams I = ( G, ~ ) and I' = (G,~') defined on the same DAG G = (N, A) are equivalent if any

l~(o)P(c)lJ(vlc, d, o, t). The DAG in
From now on, we will specify explicitly only those potentials that are not identically equal to one; any unspecified potential will be assumed to be identically equal to one. In Example 4.3. we only need to specify explicitly the potentials O, (c, d, o, t, v) , Or(r, s, t), and ~bs(o, s).
Given a potential influence diagram I = (G,~), different strategies lead to different joint distributions and, consequently, to different expected values for the value node. The expected value corresponding to a strategy s is denoted by E,,~(X~) and defined by E.,s(X .) = ~ xoP.,s(Xu). where the joint probabilities in the right-hand side have been defined in (4.2). Our goal is to find a strategy s* that maximizes this expected value. 
DEFINITION 4.3 An optimal strategy for a potential influence diagram I = (G,q t) is
ADMISSIBLE REDUCTIONS
The idea behind the proposed reduction algorithm is relatively simple. We begin with an influence diagram representing the decision problem at hand. We then remove nodes one after another until only the value node remains. Whenever a chance node is removed, the probability information it contains is absorbed into its neighbors. Whenever a decision node is removed, a decision function for that node is recorded in the partial strategy. This decision function indicates a best action for that decision variable for every possible combination of the values of its direct predecessors. At the end of the algorithm, we will have recorded a decision function for every decision variable. These decision functions together form an optimal strategy for the original influence diagram.
To ensure that there is no loss of relevant information in the reduction process, each transformation must lead to a new potential influence diagram. Furthermore, the expected value induced by any strategy on the new potential influence diagram must be equal to the expected value induced on the original influence diagram by that same strategy together with the corresponding partial strategy. If this condition is satisfied, we say that the transformed influence diagram, together with the partial strategy associated with it, constitutes a reduction. Finally, any optimal strategy for the transformed influence diagram, together with the associated partial strategy, must be an optimal strategy for the original influence diagram. In such a case, we say that the reduction is admissible.
We now present formal definitions of the concepts we have just introduced.
DEFINITION 5.1 Let I = (G, ~) be a potential influence diagram. A reduction of I is a pair (I', sD_o,) whose elements are defined as follows:
1. so_ o, is a partial strategy defined on D -D'; and 
and ¢r '(i) = 7r(i) for every i ~ D', where 7r'(i) is the set of direct predecessors of node i in G'.I (b) ~' is a collection of potentials
THEOREM 5.2 If (I',so_o,) is an admissible reduction for I and (I", so,_o,,) is an admissible reduction for I', then (I", So_o.) is an admissible reduction for I, where so_t),, = (so_o,, so,_o. ).
Proof Let s"* be an optimal strategy for I". Since (I", sD,_o.) is an admissible reduction for I', s'* = (s"*, so,_o.) is an optimal strategy for 1'. Similarly, since (I', so_o,) is an admissible reduction for I, (s'*, so_o,) is an optimal strategy for I. Equivalently, ((s"*, sD,_o.),so_o,)= (s"*, (SD'-D", SO-O')) = (S"*, SO_O.) is an optimal strategy for I. Therefore, (I", SO-O") is an admissible reduction for I.
• Theorem 5.2. states that an admissible reduction of an admissible reduction is also an admissible reduction. This theorem plays an important role in reduction algorithms, which proceed by transforming one admissible reduction into another until an optimal strategy is obtained. Theorem 5.2. ensures the validity of the optimal strategy thus obtained.
TRANSFORMATIONS OF POTENTIAL INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS
In this section, we define and study three basic transformations of potential influence diagrams: barren node absorption, chance node absorption, and decision node removal. These transformations affect a potential influence diagram at both the DAG and the potential levels, and they must satisfy two important conditions. At the DAG level, they must not create any new independence relationships that are not implied by the original DAG, and they must not change the information structure of the problem.
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Although the first condition is important for the semantics of influence diagrams, the validity of the proposed algorithm (and of the ShachterOlmsted algorithm for that matter) does not depend on any conditions on the DAG; the admissibility of the reductions induced by these transformations (second condition) is sufficient. For this reason, we do not address the first condition in this article. However, the interested reader can easily check that this condition is satisfied by all three transformations [8, 16] . Below we only show that these transformations induce admissible reductions. Later in section 7, we combine them into an effective algorithm for computing optimal strategies.
Below we give verbal descriptions of these transformations and, whenever possible, we provide formal descriptions of the induced reductions.
Barren Node Absorption
Let I = (G, ~) be a potential influence diagram. Suppose that a node i in G is barren and i is not the value node. The following transformation of I is called barren node absorption:
Case 1: If i is a decision node, simply remove it from the DAG together with the arcs connected to it. Then record in the partial strategy any arbitrary decision function d r Case 2: If i is a chance node, the transformation is more complex, and it is performed in three steps:
1. First remove i from the DAG together with the arcs connected to it. 2. Then consider a logical ordering of the chance nodes in zr(i). Let q be the highest-order node in this ordering. Add (as necessary) an arc from every element of 7r(i) \ {q} into q. 3. Finally, revise the potential associated with node q as follows: (6.1) xiE~ i
where ~r'(q) denotes the set of direct predecessors of node q in the transformed DAG. Everything else remains unchanged.
After absorbing a barren chance node i, we get a new directed graph G' = (N', A'), where N' ---N \ {i}, A' = (A u B) \ {(j, i), j ~ ~'(i)}, and B is the set of arcs described in step 2. Note that the new arcs introduced in G' are from lower-order nodes to higher-ordered ones. Therefore, no new cycles are created, and the new directed graph G' is acyclic. It is easy to see that the new DAG G' satisfies all the conditions imposed on the DAG of an influence diagram in section 3.
Note that, when the removed node is a chance node, the set of potentials changes but the partial strategy remains empty. In contrast, when it is a decision node, then the set of potentials remains the same but the partial strategy changes. In both cases, no new independencies are created, and the information structure for the remaining nodes is unchanged. Below, we show that absorbing a barren node induces an admissible reduction. Proof We have already shown that G' is a DAG and it satisfies all conditions imposed on the DAG of an influence diagram. We only need to show that I' --(G',q ~') is a potential influence diagram, and it satisfies condition (2) in Definition 5.1. We distinguish two cases. We have thus proved that W', together with any strategy s', determines a joint probability distribution P.,~, of the variables in N' and P,,,,, is the marginal to N' of the joint distribution P,, ~. Therefore, I' = (G', W') is a potential influence diagram and the pair (I', so_n,) is a reduction of I. 
THEOREM 6.2 The reduction (I', s D_ n'), obtained from a potential influence diagram I by absorbing a barren node i, is admissible.
Proof We want to show that, if s'* is an optimal strategy for I', then s* = (s'*, SD_O,) is an optimal strategy for I. If i is a chance node, the result follows directly from Theorem 6.1. We show that the same result holds when i is a decision node.
We 
E,,~(Xv) = E,v,,~,(X o) < E,v,,~,.(X ~) = E,,s.(X~).
We have thus proved that, for any strategy s of I, E,v, ~(Xo) < E,, ~.(X~).
The definition of barren node absorption given above is very general and holds for any arbitrary potential, not just a conditional probability table. However, this transformation is less efficient than the typical transformation of barren node removal; it involves additional arcs (step 2), and the potential at node q must be revised according to (6.1). Obviously, if it was known that the potential stored at the barren node is a conditional probability table, then the sum in (6.1) would be identically equal to one, and therefore it could be dropped leaving the potential at node q unchanged. In this case, the additional arcs in step 2 would no longer be necessary, and the proposed transformation would reduce to the standard operation of barren node removal [5] . If, however, the potential stored at the barren node is not a conditional probability table, we have no other choice but to use the operation of barren node absorption defined above. It is costly computationally, but it would be even more costly to perform the arc reversals that would be otherwise needed. One way to improve the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm would be to mark those potentials that are conditional probability tables and to remove barren nodes using the usual transformation of barren node removal, whenever possible.
Chance Node Absorption
In this section, we define a transformation of chance node removal that is more direct and more general than that used in existing reduction algorithms. Typically, if i is a chance node with a single direct successor j (j itself a chance or value node), we simply delete i from the DAG and j inherits all the direct predecessors of i [4, 5] . We then compute a new 268 Pierre C. Ndilikilikesha conditional probability table for node j by summing X i out of the product of the conditional probability tables involving X i (i.e., those associated with nodes i and j). If a chance node has more than one direct successor and all of them are chance (or value) nodes, then it is usually removed from the influence diagram using a series of arc reversals followed by a barren node removal. But as we noted earlier, arc reversals are computationally costly and unnecessary for computing optimal strategies [6] [7] [8] . The transformation of chance node absorption defined below allows us to avoid these unnecessary arc reversals.
The problem of removing a chance node i with more than one direct successor was first addressed by Olmsted [4] . Olmsted proceeds as follows. He multiplies together all the conditional probability tables involving X~ and sums X i out of the product. In order to maintain semantic consistency, he expands the resulting product into a product of new conditional probability tables. As we mentioned earlier, this last step involves cumbersome divisions that are not necessary for finding optimal strategies. Several other authors mention this same transformation [5, 16, 17] . Surprisingly, no one has used it explicitly in algorithms.
Below we define a similar transformation which takes advantage of the flexible semantics of potential influence diagrams. We maintain the same transformations at the DAG level as in Olmsed [4] , but we proceed differently at the potential level. After summing X i out of the product of factors involving X/, we will keep the resulting potential as it is.
Let I = (G, ~) be a potential influence diagram and let i be a chance node in I whose direct successor set o'(i) is a non-empty subset of C U {v}. The following transformation is called chance node absorption:
1. Delete node i from the diagram together with the arcs connected to it; 2. Connect by an arc every direct predecessor of i to every direct successor of i; 3. Choose a logical ordering of the nodes in I. This ordering induces an ordering on o'(i). For each pair of nodes in tr(i) that are not connected by an arc, add an arc from the lower-ordered node to the higher-ordered one. 4. If in step 3 a node j receives an arc from another node k, add an arc from every direct predecessor of k to j. 5. Leave all the potentials unchanged, except those associated with node i and its direct successors, which are modified as follows. Let q be the highest-ordered node in tr(i) in the ordering of step 3. The new potential associated with node q is given by is assigned a potential ~.. Pearl et al. [16] show that no new independencies are created as a result of this transformation. Furthermore, the information structure remains unchanged as no information arcs are added or deleted.
EXAMPLE 6.1 Consider again the influence diagram for the oil wildcatter's problem whose DAG is reproduced in Figure 3a . We see that node O has two direct successors, chance node S and the value node II. Therefore, we can absorb node O into its successors. Assuming that V is the highestordered direct successor of O, we obtain the DAG in Figure 3b once node O has been absorbed. The potential associated with node S becomes identically equal to 1, and the new potential associated with V becomes
qt~(c,d,s,t,v) = ]~, P(o)P(slo)P(vlc, d,o,t).
OE~ o
The potentials for R and C remain unchanged. 
I1 (xj, I1 Pdk(xklx ( ))
, k~D j e C U {v}\{tr (i) U {i}] Equation (6.12) follows from the fact that node i is involved only in the potentials associated with the nodes in (r(i)U {i}, and equation (6.13) follows from (6.10). The conclusion in (6.15) 
= VI ~'(xj, x~,(j)) k~o Pak(XklX~(k))
(6.14) j ~ C U {v}\{i} Because no decision nodes are removed, it follows from Theorem 6.3. that any optimal strategy s'* of I' constitutes an optimal strategy for the original influence diagram I. We have thus proved the following result.
THEOREM 6.4 The reduction (I', S D_D,), obtained from a potential influence diagram I by absorbing a chance node i, is admissible.
It follows from the proof of Theorem 6.3. that absorbing a chance node i is computationally equivalent to summing X~ out of the joint probability distribution P,, s. First we multiply together all the factors that involve Xg, and then we sum X~ out of the resulting product. Only those factors containing variables that are neighbors of Xi in the DAG are involved in this computation. Note that the transformation of chance node absorption defined in this section generalizes that of chance node removal typically used in reduction algorithms [5] . It allows us to remove chance nodes directly without having to reverse arcs, thus improving the computational efficiency of reduction algorithms.
Decision Node Removal
In this subsection, we extend to potential influence diagrams the transformation of decision node removal used in standard influence diagrams.
Let I = (G, ~) be a potential influence diagram, and let i be a decision node in I. Suppose that i is a direct predecessor of the value node v, and all other direct predecessors of the value node are also direct predecessors of i; that is, i ~ zr(v) and (Tr(v)\ {i}) c_ zr(i). The following transformation is called decision node removal:
1. Delete node i together with the arcs connected to it. I by removing a decision node i, is a potential influence diagram.  Furthermore, the pair (I', so_o,) is a reduction of I. Proof The decision function contained in the partial strategy so_ o, after removing a decision node i is described in (6.17) and (6.18) . Note also that all the potentials remain unchanged except the potential associated with the value node, which is given by (6.19) . Let s' be a strategy of I'.
For each configuration x~(v)\(o,
Then ~ = (s', so_o,) is a strategy of I. We want to show that s', together with the potentials ~', defines a joint probability distribution P,, s' for all variables in N', and that P,',r is the marginal to N' of the distribution P,, 3. We have
II~.(x,x~,,) 1-I e~,(x~lx~(~,)
j~C keD\{i}
The expression in (6.21) follows directly from the definition of Pd~(XilX,r;(i)).
We now sum x i out of the joint distribution in (6.21); we get n o,,x.,,,,,)( n ,,,,(.,,x .,// j~Cu{v} k~D\{i} / = P.,, ,, (xN \{i1).
(6.22)
We conclude from (6.22) that, for any strategy s' of I', ~' and s' determine a joint probability distribution P.,,,, of the variables in N'. Therefore, the pair I' = (G',~') is a potential influence diagram. Furthermore, since P.,,,, is the marginal to N' of P.,e, the pair (I', so_D,) is a reduction of I.
• THEOREM 6. 6 The reduction (I', so_o,), obtained from a potential influence diagram I by removing a decision node i, is admissible.
Proof We need to show that, if s'* is an optimal strategy for I', then s* = (s'*, so_o,) is an optimal strategy for I; that is, for any strategy s of I, E.,:(X.) > E~.,s(X.). Note first that, since P*',s' is the marginal to N' of P.,e for every strategy s' of I', E.,e(X .) = E.,,s,(X .) for every strategy s'. Consider an arbitrary strategy s of I; that is, s = (s', di), where s' is an arbitrary strategy of I' and di is an arbitrary decision function at node i. Consider another strategy g = (s', so_o,) of I, where s' is the same as in s, but SD-O, is the decision function defined in (6.18). We show first that g is a better strategy than s; that is, E.,s(X.) < E.,e(X.). Indeed, according to (6.18) , the decision function d* in so_ o, is such that, for any decision function d i at node i, we have:
Equation (6.24) follows from (6.21), and equation (6.25) follows from (6.23). Thus, we have proved that, for any strategy s of I, E..,(XD _< E..~(Xo).
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On the other hand, we have:
E,,s.(X v) = E,I,,,s,.(X v) >__ E,I,,,~,,(X v) = E,I,,~(Xv).
(6.27)
The first and the third relations in (6.27) follow directly from Theorem 6.5., whereas the second relation holds because s'* is by assumption an optical strategy for I'. From (6.26) and (6.27), we conclude that, for every strategy
s.(X o) > E,,~(X~)
. Therefore, if s'* is an optimal strategy of I', then s* = (s'*, so_o,) is an optimal strategy of I.
• In this section, we defined three transformations of potential influence diagrams, and we showed that each of them induces an admissible reduction. In other words, when we apply anyone of these transformations to a potential influence diagram, we obtain a new potential influence diagram with one less node, and its optimal strategy is part of an optimal strategy for the original diagram. Therefore, we can compute an optimal strategy of any potential influence diagram by reducing it successively using the above transformations.
COMPUTING OPTIMAL STRATEGIES
In this section, we combine the three transformations defined in the previous section into a new reduction algorithm for solving influence diagrams. We show that these transformations are sufficient for finding optimal strategies; no arc reversals are needed.
Let I = (G, ~) be an influence diagram. We want to find an optimal strategy for the decision problem represented by I. To do this, we remove one node after another using the transformations of section 6, until only the value node remains. Because each of these transformations induces an admissible reduction, optimal strategies of I are not affected and they can be read directly from the partial strategies. Below is a sketch of the algorithm.
ALGORITHM:
Step h If there is a barren node, go to Step 2, else if there is an absorbable chance node, go to Step 3, else if there is a removable decision node, go to Step 4, else go to Step 5.
Step 2: Absorb barren node; go to Step 1.
Step 3: Absorb chance node; go to Step 1.
Step 4: Remove decision node; go to Step 1.
Step 5: Stop. Proof Suppose that N ~ {v} and there are no absorbable chance nodes. If there were no decision nodes in the DAG, then any chance node could be absorbed; so there is at least one decision node. Let j be the last decision node in their ordering. Note that j is the direct successor of all the nodes except v. It is the direct successor of all decision nodes by assumption (see Definition 3.1.). It is also the direct successor of all chance nodes; each of them has a decision node direct successor because it is not absorbable, and hence j is also its direct successor (by the no-forgetting assumption). As j is not barren, it has at least one direct successor. Because all the nodes except v are its direct predecessors and there are no cycles in the DAG, v has to be its direct successor. Consequently, j qualifies for decision node removal.
• Theorem 7.1. establishes the validity of the above algorithm. It says that, as long as N ~ {v}, there will be a chance or decision node to remove. A similar result was proved by Shachter [5] , but for a different set of transformations that includes arc reversals.
Because the number of nodes in a potential influence diagram is finite and at each step we reduce the influence diagram by one node, our algorithm is guaranteed to reduce the influence diagram to the value node in a finite number of steps. Then, by collecting together the decision functions previously recorded in the partial strategies, we get an optimal strategy for the original influence diagram. The last potential associated with the value node, which is the marginal distribution for X v under the optimal strategy, gives us the maximum expected value. We illustrate this algorithm using the influence diagram for the oil wildcatter's problem. EXAMPLE 7.1 Consider again the influence diagram for the oil wildcatter's problem (Figure 5a ). We want to find an optimal strategy using the above algorithm. First we absorb node C to get the DAG in Figure 5b . Then we absorb node S, then O, D, R, and T to get the DAGs in Figure 5c -5f. Obviously, these transformations of the DAG are accompanied by transformations of corresponding potentials. For example, when absorbing chance node C, the potential at node v changes into
~(d, o, t, v) = ~_, t;(c)fi(vlc, d, o, t). c~12 C
We proceed somewhat differently for decision nodes. For example, when absorbing node D in the DAG of Figure 5d , we first fix the value of its direct predecessors R and T, and then we compute the "weighted" value, where the "weights" are the corresponding potentials. Often in practice these weights are simply conditional probabilities. For each configuration (r, t), we choose the value of D that maximizes the weighted value. We thus get the optimal decision function at D, and we record it in the partial strategy. Substituting those values of D into the potential at node v, we get a new potential for v. We proceed in a similar manner with the other nodes. Taken together, the decision functions stored in the partial strategies when absorbing decision nodes D and T form an optimal strategy for the original influence diagram.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
Below we compare briefly the reduction algorithm in section 7 with other influence diagram algorithms. The proposed algorithm is an improvement over existing reduction algorithms [4, 5] ; it performs the same operations but without the divisions associated with arc reversals. It is equivalent to Shenoy's [6, 7] fusion algorithm, equivalent in the sense that it involves the same computations. Finally, the proposed algorithm is equivalent to an instance of inward propagation in a join tree. We discuss these statements in the remainder of this section, but for more details the interested reader is referred to [8] .
Comparison with Existing Reduction Algorithms
Although the proposed algorithm is very similar to Shachter's reduction algorithm [5] , it differs significantly from the latter in the way chance nodes are removed. Consider for example node O in Figure 5c . Typically, one would have to reverse one of the arcs emanating from O before node O can be removed. Instead we remove chance node O directly to get the DAG in Figure 5d ; it is not necessary to reverse arcs first.
Consider again the oil wildcatter's problem. Suppose that we start with the influence diagram of Figure 6a , and we want to find an optimal strategy using Shachter's reduction algorithm [5] . For simplicity, let assume that we remove nodes in the same order C, S, O, D, R, T as in Example 7.1. We successively get the DAGs in Figure 6 . We get exactly the same DAGs as in Figure 5 , and we perform the same numerical computations as in Example 7.1., except for the removal of node O. In Shachter's approach, node O is removed only after one of the arcs ending in O, say arc (O, R) has been reversed (Figure 6d ). In the process, we compute new conditional probability tables for both R and O according to e(rlt) = ~ e(rlo, t)t~(o) ( 
8.1)
O=E~ o and (8.2) oEl~ o Now we remove node O and we compute a new conditional probability table for node c:
l~( o)P(rlo, t) P(olr, t) = ~ l~(o)P(rlo, t)"
P(vld, r, t) = ~_, P(vld, o, t)P(olr, t).
We see from this example that Shachter's reduction algorithm involves one additional DAG (Figure 6d ) and the additional computations in (8.1) and (8.2) . Note also that (8.2) involves divisions, and, therefore, special care must be taken for cases where the denominator in (8.2) is zero. The number of these additional computations is even higher if the DAG is densely connected and requires a significant number of arc reversals. The Potential Influence Diagrams proposed algorithm makes these additional computations unnecessary, including the divisions in (8.2) .
In summary, the proposed algorithm performs the same numerical computations as Shachter's reduction algorithm, but without the divisions associated with arc reversals. For this reason alone, it offers a significant improvement over the latter algorithm. One might argue that the gains realized by avoiding arc reversals may be offset by the inefficiencies in handling barren nodes. Ho~vever, if we assume that we start with a standard influence diagram with conditional probability tables stored at chance nodes, the operation of barren node absorption reduces easily to the standard operation of barren node removal.
Divisions by zeros are another serious problem related to the use of arc reversals. Every time we perform an arc reversal, special consideration must be given to cases where some of the probabilities involved are zeros. As the proposed algorithm does not perform any divisions, zero probabilities do not present any special problems to it. This has far reaching implications. In particular, the proposed algorithm may be applicable to problems where existing reduction algorithms fail to apply. This is the case for problem domains where no "division" operation can be defined [18] .
Comparison with Shenoy's Fusion Algorithm
The similarities between the proposed algorithm and Shenoy's [6, 7] fusion algorithm are obvious. First, the basic operation in both algorithms consists of removing variables from the joint probability distribution. Chance variables are summed out of the joint distribution, and decision variables are removed by maximization. When we remove a chance variable Xi, we first multiply together all the potentials that involve X i and then sum X/ out of the resulting product. The potentials that do not involve X i remain unchanged. This is exactly what Shenoy calls the fusion operation.
Second, in both algorithms the sequence in which the variables are removed must respect certain constraints. In Shenoy's algorithm, the nodes are removed according to specific precedence constraints among the variables in the valuation network. In the algorithm of section 7, the order in which nodes are removed is subject to the specific conditions imposed on the transformations. A chance node can be removed only if none of its direct successors is a decision node. A decision node can be removed only if it is a direct predecessor of the value node, and all the other direct predecessors of the value node are also direct predecessors of that decision node. But if we assume the same sequence of node removals, the numerical computations involved in both algorithms are exactly the same.
There is however one major difference. Unlike Shenoy's algorithm which is based on valuation networks, the proposed algorithm solves decision problems directly in their influence diagram representation. Thus, without compromising on efficiency, we are able to use for computation the same representation that has been so successful in structuring and assessing complex decision problems.
Comparison with Join-Tree Algorithms
In section 3, we emphasized the close relationship existing between influence diagrams and belief networks. Specifically, any influence diagram becomes a belief network once we fix its strategy. Therefore, one would expect any algorithm for probabilistic inference--including join-tree algo-rithms--to be applicable to influence diagrams, perhaps after some modifications. However, until recently only reduction algorithms have been used for computing optimal strategies in influence diagrams.
Since join-tree algorithms are widely believed to be the most efficient methods for computing marginal probabilities in belief networks, we would like to use them for computing optimal strategies as well. Later, we show that this can be done. Specifically, we show that the proposed algorithm induces a rooted join tree, and the computations it involves are equivalent to an instance of inward propagation in this join tree. For additional details about this approach, refer to [8] .
We first describe a general scheme for building join trees using the reduction process described in section 7. Let I = (G, ~) be a potential influence diagram. Suppose that we solve this influence diagram for optimal strategies using the proposed algorithm. Let Xn, X n_ 1 ..... X 2 be the order in which the variables (except v) are absorbed. Recall that, when absorbing a chance node i, we multiply together all the potentials involving X i and we sum X i out of the resulting product. We remove a decision node j by fixing the values of its direct predecessors and maximizing the "weighted" value with respect to Xj. Each node removal involves only a subset of variables.
Let Cl(i) designate the set of all variables that are involved in the potentials used when Xi is removed. We thus get the sequence Cl(n), Cl(n -1) ..... C/(2) of clusters of variables. Suppose that we create an edge between clusters Cl(i) and Cl(j) whenever the potential on Cl(i)\ {i} is involved in the removal of node j. It can be shown that this process creates a join tree whose nodes are the clusters Cl(i), and the reduction process can be interpreted in terms of a message-passing scheme among neighboring nodes in this join tree [8] . We illustrate the process described above using the influence diagram for the oil wildcatter's problem.
Consider once again the influence diagram for the oil wildcatter problem in section 3.2. We want to find an optimal strategy using the proposed reduction algorithm. Suppose that we absorb nodes in the order C, S, O, D, R, and T. The intermediate DAGs were given in Figure 5 . We work successively with the following clusters of variables: {C, D, O, T, V}, {O, R, S, T}, {D, O, R, T, V}, {D, R, T, V}, {R, T, V}, {T, V}, and {V}. If we use the procedure described above to connect these clusters, we get the join tree of Figure 7 .
The reduction process in Figure 5 can be interpreted in terms of message-passing among neighboring nodes in the join tree of Figure 7 in the following way. Suppose that we start out with the join tree of process involves exactly the same computations as the message-passing scheme illustrated by the arrows in Figure 8 . In the proposed algorithm, these arrows correspond to the successive node removals.
First, node CDOTV sums C out of 01(c, d, o, t, c), and sends the result as a message to node DORTV. This corresponds to the absorption of node C in Figure 5b . Then node ORST sums S out of 02(o, r, s, t) and sends the result as a message to DORTV (which corresponds to Figure 5c . Next, node DORTV takes both messages and multiplies them with its own potential ~b3 (d, o, r, t, v) . Then it takes the result of this multiplication, sums out O, and sends the result as a message to node DRTV. This corresponds to the absorption of node O in Figure 5d . The process continues in a similar manner, summing out chance variables and "maximizing out" decision variables, until the messages reach node 1,1. This corresponds exactly to the inward propagation phase in Shafer-Shenoy algorithm [9] .
We have thus shown that the proposed reduction algorithm is equivalent to an instance of inward propagation in the join tree of Figure 8 . It follows from the previous discussions that any influence diagram can be solved directly for optimal strategies using join-tree algorithms. First, we construct an appropriate join tree using a reduction ordering induced by the proposed reduction algorithm. Once a join tree has been constructed, we assign potentials to its nodes, and we then propagate toward the root V summing out chance variables and "maximizing out" decision variables.
CDOl"V "~ DOR~ ~" DRTV "~ RTV "~ TV 4~ V & Figure 8 . Computing optimal strategies using a join tree.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study introduces potential influence diagrams, a hybrid representation that combines the representational power of influence diagrams with the computational efficiency of join-tree algorithms. Their semantic flexibility allowed us to develop a new and improved reduction algorithm that computes optimal strategies without reversing arcs. By avoiding the divisions associated with arc reversals, the proposed algorithm improves significantly the efficiency of reduction algorithms. We avoid unnecessary and costly computations, and we do not have to worry about divisions by zeros as is the case in existing reduction algorithms.
Moreover, the proposed algorithm bridges the gap between reduction algorithms and other algorithms based on competing representations. In particular, it is equivalent to Shenoy's fusion algorithm, equivalent in the sense that it involves the same numerical computations. Besides, it has the advantage of using the more expressive representation of directed graphs. We also showed that this algorithm is equivalent to an instance of inward propagation in a join tree. With minor modifications, the proposed algorithm can be used for solving probabilistic inference problems in belief networks [8, 19] . In this role, it is also equivalent to the inward propagation phase of join-tree algorithms [9] [10] [11] .
According to the proposed algorithm, nodes may be removed in any sequence provided the conditions on the various transformations are satisfied. However, not all sequences of node removals are equally efficient. This study does not address the important problem--which is incidentally shared by all influence diagram algorithms--of finding the most efficient sequence of node removals. Although this problem is known to be NP-complete, there exist a number of polynomial-time heuristics for finding a good sequence of node removals [4, 17, 20] .
Finally, in introducing potential influence diagrams we were mainly motivated by computational considerations. Identifying problems that could be represented naturally by potential influence diagrams would significantly add to their usefulness. Furthermore, the semantics of potential influence diagrams needs more study.
